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REVIEWS

Copy of the first review of LURE OF THE HIMALAYA
published in the Illustrated Weekly of India in its issue
of November 17, 1945.

Further evidence of the growing interest of Indians in the
exciting sport of mountaineering is provided by a book which
has jost reached us. It is "Lure of the Himalaya", by Dr. K. C.
Bhanja, which is published by Gilbert &Co., Darjeeling, the
price being Rs. 5-8.

Golden Roof of the World

This volume is a well-produced summing-up based on
published accounts of Everest expeditions (including the
Houston air expedition), but it'also in^rporates a good deal
of very entertaining "mountain lore" and is written from a
slightly different angle from most, books .on mountaineering.

Successive chapters deal wkh different stages in the trying
journey across the "golden roof of the world" to the stm •
unconquered and untrodden height—the. trip from Darjeeling
towards the windswept plateau, the march to the "battle zone',
the survey and task of finding a footing, the." fairyland qf the
glacier camps, the real ascent and the stru^le for victory. Each
chapter refers t^l^experiences of successive expeditions along
that particub^^^^tf the climb, while the chapter covering
the last possibility of Mallory and Irvine

they were lost in 1924.

'uTURE Attacks

^anja when he looks upon the
he final conquest of the world's

.^Everest expeditions, man's
^est pinnacle of the globe,

"his is not the case.
highest point of the

"^wch, who can say for
special equipment

Parachutists supplied
^ at great heights,

just where they
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REVIEWS

Copy of the first review of LURE OF THE HIMALAYA
published in the Illustrated Weekly of India in its issue
of November 17, 1946.

Further evidence of the growing interest of Indians in the
exciting sport of mountaineering is provided by a book which
has just reached us. It is "Lure of the Himalaya", by Dr. K. C.
Bhanja, which is published by Gilbert & Co., Darjeeling, the
price being Rs. 5-8.

Golden Roof of the World

This volume is a well-produced surhming-up based on
published accounts of Everest expeditions (including the
Houston air expedition), but it'also ineDrporates a good deal
of very entertaining "mountain lore" and is written from a
slightly different angle from most.books .on mountaineering.

Successive chapters deal wkh different stages in the trying
journey across the "golden roof of the world" to the still
unconquered and untrodden' height—the. trip from Darjeeling
towards the windswept plateau, the m?rch to the "battle zqne',
the survey and task of finding a footing, the.* fairyland Qf the
glacier camps, the real ascent and the stru^le for victory. Each
chapter refers to the experiences of successive expeditions along
that particular stage of the climb, while the chapter covering
the last stage considers the possibility of Mallory and Irvine
liaving got to the top when they were lost in 1924.

Fitture Attacks

We join Issue with Dr. Bhanja when he looks upon the
Houston expedition's flight as the final conquest of the world's
highest peak and later «ays that "Everest expeditions, man's
supreme adventure to reach the highest pinnacle of the globe,
are now things of the past." Surely this is not the case.

No man has yet set foot on the highest point of the
mountain and, with science ever on the march, who can say for
certain that at some future date aircraft with special equipment
for sub-stratospheric flights will not drop parachutists supplied
with all the apparatus needed to live and move at great heights,
and be able to control their fall so as to land just where they
choose on the summit or slope of the mountain?
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It would be just as thrilling as any of the efforts to scale
the peak from glacier camps and Is likely to reward the men
who undertake it successfully with a mine of scientific informa
tion, including possibly a solution of the mystery of the snow
men of the Himalayas.

The second review (on receipt of the author's letter of
suggestive protest) published on December 29, 1946, in the
column of the Illustrated Weekly of India under the head
"AS WE SEE IT".

Flight Over Everest

• In a recent issue we referred to a volume, "Lure of the
Himalaya" by Dr. K. C. Bhanja, and ventured to disagree with
the author's contention that the tale of Himalayan climbing
was over with the final conquest of Everest by the Houston
Expedition which flew over the lofty summit in 1933. It was
never, however, our intention to belittle the performance of the
Houston Expedition whose achievement followed the solution
of many problems of aerial exploration which had to be faced
for the first time when, as Dr. Bhanja points out in a letter to
us, aviation was not as advanced as it is no^v.

"Of course aerial science may one day enable men to alight
upon the top of Mount Everest from the air," adds Dr. Bhanja.
"But as long as that final victory is not won, the Houston flight
can well be interpreted as a triumph by air." We agree.

In appreciation of the work, Mr. J. O. R. M. Watt, sr.A. (Abord.),
13. Dominion Avenue, Leeds, 7, England, writes: "I have read Dr. Banja's
book. "Lure of the Hi7nafaya". Quite apart from the extremely interesting
matter contained in it, the manner of its writing is excellent, and makes
entertaining as well as instructive reading. I can thoroughly recommend it
to the general reading public."

1
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SIKKIM

A Short Sketch of the Life of

Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker

Joseph Hooker is the second son of the late Sir
W. J. Hooker, Director of the Kew Gardens in
London. He was bom in 1817, at Halesworth, Suffolk.
After completing his medical studies at the Glassgow
University, Hooker obtained in 1839 the medical degree,
M.D. At this time his father was professor of botany.

He accompanied Sir James Ross who led the
famous Antarctic Expedition of 1839-43 to which he
was attached as an Assistant Surgeon. But he says that
he on his part devoted himself to botanizing in the
Antarctic regions. The results of his- botanical studies
were later on published by him in six volumes. Hooker
was a man who was far ahead of his contemporaries, and
he went so deeplj' into the subject that on the basis of
comparative studies of plant life in those regions with
reference to those already accomplished in other parts of
the world, he came to many novel conclusions which
unveiled the laws governing the apparently bewildering
growth and distribution of plants over the globe.

He was bent on acquiring more knowledge of
botany. Two opportunities soon presented themselves
to this aspirant. He was eithCT to proceed to the And«
or India for scientific exploration. Happily enough, his
choice fell on India, and it was a piece of great fortune
that the matters eventually took shape in a Government
mission for which a sum of £400 per annum was granted
by the Treasury for three years. Hooker had, however,
to spend nearly double the amount for the enterprise.
The Sikkim Himalaya was selected for him boUi by
Lord i^uckland and Dr. Falconer, the Superintendent of
the Botanic Garden at Calcutta.
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MYSTIC TIBET AND THE HIMALAYA

Hooker left England on November 11 th, 1847 and
sailed for India. On his way he spent some days
Egypt, at Aden, Ceylon, and Madras. .^^^L^^hills
Calcutta in January, and began to botanize in the
of western Bengal. Thereafter he travelled across
mountains of Birbhum and Bihar to the Soane ^
wherefrom his traverse lay over
leading to the Ganges at Mirzapore. From M P
he reached Bhagalpur by boat and finally struck no
the Sikkim Himalaya.

Aid and patronage of two personages on
proved invaluable to him. One was the self-ma
Mr. Brian H. Hodgson, B.C.S.. who had been mr
years the Resident at the Nepal Court. Rising a
status of an ordinary man he rose to the eminon
man of science by dint of dogged perseverance, j-jous
twenty-five years were spent in research ^ and
bmnches of science, including ethnology, Ih
the study of birds and animals of the Him^lay *
appreciation of his valued assistance both djf
mdirect. Hooker says: "To be welcomed
Himalaya by such a person, and to be allowed tn hjs
unrpcprifoA of .

The other was Dr. Campbell, the Superintende^
Oarjeehng, and "the Governor-General's

edium of communication between the British ^piy
ment and the Sikkim Rajah." Campbell
ccompanied him in many of bis tours m

Himalaya, but left no stoL unturned in
Without Campbell's aid Hooker^idd n

nf N permission to enterof Nepal as s^as „ re^Til.

was St

SIKKIM

to CanipbeH's friendly influence on the then Nepal
Minister that made the negotiation fruittul.

Hooker conducted scientific exploration in the
Khasia Hills as well as-in many parts of the world. The
honour conferred on him are too many to mention.
Space and scope of the book forbid us to enter into
any more details in matters relating to his career.

A great contemporary of Hooker was the world-
renowned Darwin, who propounded scientifically the
doctrine of evolution of living creatures. Hooker who
was a friend of Darwin not only played the part of a
friendly critic in connection with the elucidation of his
speculations on the origin of species, but probed into
the corresponding phenomena underlying evolution in
plant life. In 1868 in his presidential address at the
Norwitch meeting of the British Association, Hooker
while dealing with Darwin's views of evolution of animal
life, brought out botanical facts which made Darwin's
expositions stand out in clearer definition. Hooker's
ideas naturally made immediate and a very great appeal
to the audience.

Sir Joseph Hooker published his valued work. The
Himalayan journals, in 1854, being an account of his
expeditions in Bengal, the Sikkim and the Nepal
Himalayas, the Khasia mountains, etc. It is a store
house of information and is a classical work on the
subject.

Historical—Search for a King

p'^he civiliution of Sikkim, it is said, began from a
village called Yuk-sam, situated at its extreme north
western part. It is ^e last Inhabited place towards
Kangchenjunga, which lies to the north ofthis picturesque
level tract of land. Beyond Yuk-satn is a dense forest
chocked with scrubs and heavy undergrowths where
sunshine cannot penetrate. Yak-sam is a Lepcha word
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MVSTIC TIBET AND THE HIMALAYA
explicidy -the meetingmeaning "three monks or . .

of three lamas." . c jhe
Probably towards the end i hatsen

century, a Buddhist mo"kcentury, a Buddhist monk he
travelled from Tibet tn. Y"k^^at and the
two other lamas who hailed from ^ wilderness oi
At that time the country was m

. wilderness ^^ese
At that time the country was m a , ^ fol^^" jnte
forest and peopled by the Buddhism
lamas introduced for the first ttdin
Sikkim. , ,. tine

The name of the first would-be ^^ssenge^
predicted. It was "Pun-tsok. ^ countrY
Seputed to all parts of the surrounding j^^iy
to search out aman of that blessed i^ted ^ ob
at last found out and after b^mg M
water was crowned king of ' t
rough huge stone his coronation F ,
Lepcha lommunity of Dubdi and thfi
region. This story seems to be of ^
ProbablvJiDoker is correct when he w ^-^gt jt

"• q£ introducing lofj
2^/1

le meai

K

SIKKIM

the time of establishment of this oldest sanctuary. That
this latter view b authentic would be evident from what
follows.

The red-mitred lainas of Tibet suffered persecution
in the hands of the dissenters, the Yellow-capped monks,
who were the followers of the great saint, Tsong-kha-pa.
Thb persecution was evidently set on foot soon after, if
not earlier, the Galden monastery hidden in a circle of
mountains twenty miles away from Chasa had been
founded by him in 1409 A.D. Undoubtedly the three
lamas in question hailed from Tibet being persecuted
by the reforming party. This being so, the history of
Sikkim can well be traced back to the time of
Tson-kha-pa which means at least the beginning of the
fifteenth century.

The lamas of nhe Pamionchi monastery once
compiled the hbtory of Sikkim and preserved the
same in thb temple. In the year 1787 when Pamionchi
was the capital of Sikkim, the Nepalese tvaged war
against the Sikkimese, and plundered all the monasteri^
CO the west of the Tbta. It was at thb time that thb
valuable hbtory was destroyed by the Gorkhas with the
exception of a few sheets with one of which Dr. Hooker
and Dr. Campbell were presented, when they vbited the
Pamionchi monastery in 1448.

Dr. Hooker writes : (J
"Thb remarkable and beautiful manuscript was

written on thick oblong sheets of Tibetan paper, painted
black to resbt decay, and the letters were yellow and
gold. The Nepalese soldiers wantonly employed the
sheets to roof the sheds as a protection from the
weather."

Lamas with Red Mitres

NliV-'fifl A.D. Sron-tsan-gampo, the then king of
Tibet, invaded China. The king Taitsung of China
came to terms with him and gave his daughter
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